Is Geology Destiny?

RHESSys Calibration for High and Western Cascade Watersheds

A geologic framework for predicting streamflows in ungaged catchments

For MRCL, we assume that soil characteristics of the shallow subsurface
flow system are similar to that of LOC, and soil parameters (m and K)
were set to values found through calibration in LOC.
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For the deeper groundwater system in MRCL, we consider two contrasting
implementations: a) MRCL-GW in which a deeper groundwater system is
included in addition to the shallow subsurface flow system and b) MRCL
in which only the shallow subsurface flow system is modeled.

It is generally understood that climatic gradients operate as first-order controls on spatial variability in streamflow. The potential for other landscape controls,
notably geology, to mediate this response has received much less attention, however. Geology affects streamflow through both large-scale control on topography
(climate) and relief (hydraulic gradient), and smaller scale control on rock permeability (hydraulic conductivity and proportion of surface to sub-surface flow).
Taken together, these geologically-mediated factors can exert a strong influence on streamflow. Here we argue that hydrological interpretation and analysis of
geological controls provides a lucrative and underexploited means of predicting streamflow -- particularly low flow -- in ungaged basins. We draw on both
empirical and preliminary modeling studies in the Oregon Cascades that demonstrate that even a very simple geological classification can be used to predict
summer low flows, including both magnitude and variation, with a high level of confidence.
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Calibration applies a basin-wide scaling of initial values, and uses a
Monte-Carlo based approach (Daily time step for water years
1969-1999; using 4 metrics: Nash-Stucliffe efficiency (for normal
and log-transformed flow, error in annual streamflow totals, error in
August streamflow totals)
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The High Cascades (< 7 million years) are characterized by very low
drainage densities and extremely high permeability. While a shallow
soil layer exists in some High Cascade areas, most vertical recharge
drains rapidly to a slower draining and deeper groundwater aquifer
with longer residence times.
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Most parameters are well constrained by calibration: inclusion of multiple calibration
metrics, including those that emphasize low flow behavior, is critical.
Performance is reasonably consistent across time, years with poor performance tend
to be years in which incoming precipitation is miss classified as rain or snow.

The steep, dissected topography of the Western Cascades (> 7 million
years) , coupled with shallow soils and abundant clays forming
aquitards result in rapid subsurface flowsand little opportunity for
groundwater storage
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Mean Monthly Precipitation
North Cascade Region (1895-1999)

Performance of MRCL without the addition of a deeper ground water store is very
poor, highlighting the role of geology (rather than ) the difference snow
accumulation and melt play as a key control on hydrologic behavior.
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Most precipitation falls during the winter months, with rain
transitioning to snow for higher elevations. High Cascades are higher
in elevation and are generally snow dominated. Western Cascades
include snow and rain dominated areas.
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SO - CAN GEOLOGY BE USED TO APPLY THESE CALIBRATED
PARAMETERS TO OTHER UNGAGED CATCHMENTS?
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Empirical analysis of streams show that High Cascade streams have a
muted response to similar precipitation patterns - with lower peaks, high
summer baseflows, and slower hydrograph recession rates.
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Site: South Fork (upper McKenzie) basin (414km2, 520m. gage elevation), containing both High and Western
Cascade streams. Drainage efficiency parameters (from LOC and MRCL) are assigned to each patch within South
Fork based on th geologic class (High v.s Western) for that patch.
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Mean August steramflow can be predicted with an r2 of 0.98 based soley on
the proportion of watershed area underlain by younger (High Cascade)
rocks.
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Log Mean August Streamflow
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High vs. Western Cascade differences in drainage efficiency (rate that
infiltrated water moves through landscape to the stream) and snow
accumulation and melt strongly influence seasonal hydrographs
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LOC calibration parameters

Measures of fit
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For this preliminary model run, meteorologic input data from the CS2MET
station in LOC (used for both LOC and MRCL run) was used. Precipitation
and temperature from this station were scaled, based on PRISM annual means
for each 1km cell, within the South Fork Basin. A homogenous vegetation
coverage (LAI =4) was assumed. This is likely to be an overly simplistic
approach – but serves as a baseline – where geology and topography are
assumed to capture primary controls on spatial differences in hydrology.

The uncalibrated model captures major seasonal trends and does a reasonable job of estimating low flow behavior for
South Fork. While August flow is consistently under-estimated, th model captures year-to-year variation in August flow.
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Modeled streamflow, however, depicts a much more responsive system than is evident in the observed hydrograph.
Errors in modeled snow partitioning and snow-melt and in parameterization of shallow subsurface throughflow
representation are likely.
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Large errors in specific years (poor NSE) are likely due to misclassification of incoming precipitation

Regional Hydro-Ecological Simulation System (RHESSys)
RHESSys is a GIS based, hydroecolgical modeling framework of spatially
distributed ecosystem processes designed to simulate carbon, water and nutrient
fluxes over spatially complex terrain
Routing between patches within hillslopes draining to either side of a
stream network, ultimately produces lateral surface and shallow flow.
In the modified RHESSys version used in this study, each hillslope
is also assigned a single deeper groundwater store, which is
modeled as a simple linear reservoir.
Vertical hydrologic processes modeled in RHESSys include
canopy interception, evaporation and transpiration, soil
evaporation, snow accumulation and melt and infiltration.

Calibration Parameters
•m - decay of hydraulic
conductivity with depth
•K - saturated soil
hydraulic conductivity at
the surface
•gw1 - proportion of
infiltrated water that
bypasses soil to a deeper
groundwater table
•gw2 - rate of lateral flow
from a hillslope scale
groundwater table to the
stream channel
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To explore the ability of this (relatively simplistic) model
generalization to capture spatial differences in summer low flow,
model estimates were compared with streamflow measurements were
taken on August 30, for 4 additional sub-basins within South Fork
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Conclusions
•Calibration of High and Western Cascade watersheds illustrate the
importance of drainage efficiency parameters (rather than snow
accumulation and melt) in capturing summer low flow patterns.
•Using geology to assign parameters (from end-member calibrated
watersheds) shows promise for this region dominated by distinct geologic
classes, particularly for summer streamflow prediction.
Tague, C,, et.al., (in review) Deep groundwater mediates streamflow response to climate warming in the Oregon Cascades. Climatic Change.

RHESSys vs USGS Gage: South
Fork above Cougar Resevoir

•Estimates of winter storm flow response suggest that spatial differences
in the extent and behavior of shallow subsurface flow systems within the
High Cascade dominated areas may be important.
•A key limitation in model application in these regions is the uncertainty
in partitioning of precipitation into rain versus snow.
•Future work will explore refinements and applications to the Sierras
using a similar geologic based approach.

